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An all-natural supplement rich in essential fatty acids 

for health and performance. 
Flax Appeal is a high-performance supplement formulated to add 
concentrated calories and fatty acids to the ration of a wide variety 
of horses. Flax Appeal is rich in Omega 3 from flax and enhanced 
with highly digestible fibre sources making it unsurpassed as a 
conditioning supplement. For high intensity or long duration 
activities Flax Appeal adds stamina and staying power. For 
moderate activities or for maintenance the essential fatty acids in 
Flax Appeal help to maintain a lustrous hair-coat, healthy hooves, 
skin, and overall wellbeing. Flax Appeal draws energy primarily 
from fat with additional energy from digestible fibre. Flax Appeal is 
extremely low in starch and sugar. 
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Body Weight Perceptions of 
Horses by Show Judges   
By Kentucky Equine Research Staff 

The ballooning incidence of obesity among horses, especially in the face of increased awareness, worries 
veterinarians and nutritionists. According to a recent study, some industry professionals, such as show judges, 
have difficulty recognizing adiposity.* 

“Excess body weight is very common in horses and ponies and can become a welfare issue if not addressed 
appropriately. Carrying excess body condition, especially for many months or years, can put them at risk of 
serious illness, including metabolic disease and laminitis,” said Clarissa Brown-Douglas, Ph.D., a nutritionist 
at Kentucky Equine Research. 

Researchers recently surveyed 211 show hunter judges to determine their professional experience and their 
opinion on body condition, making special note of consequences they assign when presented with thin or 
obese horses. Respondents were highly skilled, with almost half of all respondents having more than 20 years 
of judging experience. As part of the survey, judges were sent 13 photos of horses to categorize as thin, 
average, overweight, or obese. 

About 95% of the respondents indicated that having too much or too little fat covering compromises an 
animal’s score in competition. Judges disclosed they were more likely to penalize a horse or pony if they were 
deemed too thin rather than too fat. In other words, judges were more accepting of extra body weight. Some 
judges also suggested they were more accepting of extra fat coverage on a pony than a horse.  

The thirteen photos included five obese, three overweight, two average, and three thin horses, as classified by 
experts. While a minority of judges correctly identified the obese horses, most judges indicated these were 
simply overweight. Most judges also identified the three overweight horses as average. In the same vein, 
average horses were subsequently, and therefore incorrectly, viewed as thin by most judges. 

These data show that not only are judges less able to identify average—and therefore healthy—horses, but 
average horses incorrectly viewed as thin receive harsher penalties than overweight and obese horses.  

On the upside, the majority of judges (64%) did request additional educational materials and concrete 
guidelines for assessing fat coverage in horses and ponies at the conclusion of the survey.  

“When working with owners of overweight horses and ponies, nutritionists often recommend regula r weighing, 
either with a weight tape or scale, and routine condition scoring. Tactics for safe weight loss include low -
calorie, low-sugar, high-fiber forage and a well-formulated vitamin and mineral supplement,” advised Brown-
Douglas. 

In addition, Brown-Douglas recommends regular exercise. “Boosting a horse’s metabolic rate through exercise 

can also support weight control. In an effort to achieve weight loss quickly, many horse owners want to play 

around with the diet too much, often to the point of not feeding the horse a sufficient amount for optimal 

gastrointestinal health, while completely ignoring the benefits of exercise,” she said.  

*Munjizun, A. and S. Pratt Phillips. 2021. A survey: Horse show judges’ perceptions on equine adiposity . Journal of Equine 
Veterinary Science:103549.  

 

https://ker.com/equinews/prevalence-obesity-horses
https://ker.com/equinews/is-your-horse-overweight
https://ker.com/equinews/the-changing-equine-silhouette-equine-metabolic-syndrome-through-the-decades
http://www.ker.com/
https://ker.com/vitamin-mineral/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0737080621001799
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Braecrest Blush, handled by Victoria Vann was awarded First Place  

overall, as a 3-year-old, through the Canadian Warmblood Inspection  

in 2020. Blush is out of Zoe by Braecrest Beaumont, a product of Claire  

Hunter’s Braecrest Farm breeding program. 
 

Victoria understands the importance of good nutrition from  

conception and growth all the way to show prep. “Blush maintains  

a great body condition thanks to Brooks Fibre O and her coat is vibrant  

thanks to Flax Appeal. The quality ingredients and balanced nutrition  

in Brooks Feeds allow our horses to be healthy and perform their best.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
                                                                                                                           

           

                            

Testimonials! 
Your feedback motivates us to continue making top quality feed 

for your equine partner! We truly appreciate all your 

encouragement and hope that you keep them coming!  

Send us your story at info@brooksfeeds.com 

2021 

 2020 

The field in the richest Quarter Horse race in Canada burst  

from the gate on October 27th, 2021. Four hundred yards and 

20.121 seconds later the Alex Picov Futurity was in the books. The 

first nose to hit the finish line was that of First Cold Wave, trained 

by Jason Pascoe and owned by Robert Bailey.  

 

Long time Brooks supporter Belinda Taggart who is part owner of 

the horse’s sire commented that the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd finishers were 

all fueled by Brooks rations.  

Congratulations to Ottawa area native Taylor Brooks for a  

championship performance in the Canadian Hunter Derby  

National Championship in Calgary. Taylor and her horse  

Spectre topped a field of thirty-eight horses from across Canada.  

The Canadian Hunter Derby included three phases.  

Taylor and Spectre topped the field in the first and third  

phase and came second in the second Phase for a total of  

148 points, topping an Alberta based team who finished second. 

 

Taylor’s Fox & Oak Farm is a loyal Brooks customer at the  

Embrun Co-op. “It was a wonderful experience to meet new  

people after so many months. Spectre is a once in a lifetime  

horse who performed above everyone’s expectations. It is  

been a terrific opportunity for me to ride him.”       
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Winter Diets 

Can you save on your feed bill? 
 

With winter settling in its time to consider your horse’s ration needs over the next few months. The temptation is to 

significantly reduce or even eliminate concentrate feeding to match the horse’s reduced activity level. However even 

with less exercise your horse has some essential requirements that should not be ignored. 

 

The easy keeper 

Inactive horses that spend the day grazing on a round bale may get rounder as the bale gets less round. While your 

horse(s) may not require extra calories from concentrates, they still have nutritional needs. Feeding less complete 

feed does lower the calorie intake but there is a downside. Complete feeds like Fibre O Plus and Fit & Fibre are 

formulated to be fed at a minimum amount to provide a complete balance of nutrients. Generally, this is around four 

to five pounds daily for a 1000 -1100-pound horse. When less than the recommended amount is fed, the diet will be 

short on important nutrients including trace minerals, vitamins and even protein. A balancer pellet like All Phase 20 

or Enhancer fills that gap to ensure that those important nutrients are met. 

 

The effect of winter cold 

Not all horses are able to weather the cold unaffected. To compensate for a cold environment a horse may need 25% 

or more calories daily for maintenance. Scientists and nutritionists use a term called the low critical threshold (LCT). 

This is the temperature at which the cold starts to affect the horse’s calorie requirements. The LCT varies for 

individual horses, and is affected by housing, wind, snow, and whether the horse is blanketed. Regardless, the LCT 

can be as high as the freezing point. A horse that is shivering or seeking shelter from the cold or wind is probably at 

its LCT and will begin to lose weight. The best anecdote to the cold is lots of good forage. The digestion of forage in 

the hind gut creates body heat and provides important calories. 

 

Some horses will be unable to maintain their weight on hay alone and will lose weight during the winter if the 

concentrate is reduced or eliminated. For example, a hard keeper or a horse in moderate exercise, fed only hay with a 

balancer, could lose ½ pound per day or more because of a calorie deficit. With the extra stress of cold weather, a 

0.75 to a 1.0 pound a day weight loss is possible. Over the winter that could result in significant weight loss.   

 

To avoid this weight loss, 5 pounds per day of Fit & Fibre or Leading Edge, for example, increases the calorie intake 

and provides a balance of minerals and vitamins. The extra cost of feeding 5 lbs of concentrate vs. just a balancer 

(All Phase 20) is about $1.50 to $1.70 per day. Over a 120-day period, the extra feed will cost about $180.00 to 

$200.00. 

  

The question is this: What is the cost to regain that weight if you start “conditioning” at the beginning of April? You 

will probably also increase your riding frequency and intensity as the warmer weather approaches. With more 

exercise the horse’s daily calorie requirements could increase by 15-25%.  You could be trying to regain the lost 

weight while at the same time feeding to meet the extra energy requirements of more intense riding. If you want your 

horse looking its best you might need two or three months to regain the lost weight.  

 

What does this mean? Even a calorie dense feed like Fibre O Plus will require an extra 4-6 pounds per day over 

maintenance to regain that weight. That could be over $3.00 extra cost per day. If you want to regain that weight in a 

shorter time the cost is much greater. In the end, you could encounter significant cost to regain what was lost over the 

winter.   

 

Dan Irwin- Marketing & Sales Brooks Feeds 

 

The best approach: Feed your horse year-round to meet its calorie requirements 

whether just for maintenance or while engaged in a high-energy activity. 
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Merry Christmas from the 2021 

staff at Brooks/Sharpe Feeds 

Brooks Feeds Administration 
 

• Robert Van Camp 

Retired President and General Manager 

 

• Ron Dean 

Facilities Manager 

 

• Monika Deroche & Shari Rauch 

Bookkeeping and Administration 

 

• Tracy Osmond  

Customer Service 
 

 

Sales and Marketing 
 

• Vernon Avery 

             Sales and Clinical Nutrition 

 

• Dan Irwin 

             Marketing and Sales 

 

• Laurie Bishop 

             Nutrition Advisor;  

              Central and Western Ontario 

 

• Taylor Laroche 

              Nutrition Advisor;  

              Eastern Ontario and Quebec 

 

• Jeff Durham 

             Sales and Services 

Production Specialists 
 

• Al Boeckman 

             Production Manager 
 

• Dawson Cook 

             Production Specialist 
 

• Bob Dale 

             Production Specialist 
 

• Stephen Hall 

             Production Specialist 
 

• Tallon O’Donoghue 

             Production Specialist 
 

• Kyle Oswald 

             Production Specialist 
 

• Brian Nottingham 

             Truck Driver 
 

Sharpe Farm Supply Feed Management Team 
 

Jordan Minor                    Paul Sharpe                    Gerry Minor                    Don Jewitt         

Operations Manager          Feed Manager               Controller                       Sales Manager 
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